Elite Accuracy LLC.
Competition Match Rifle Training
Thank you for showing interest in my Training Classes, this brief outline will give you a
general overview of the instruction you will receive, and what you will need to attend.
Equipment; Students will need a Bolt action Rifle with bipod, a scope with exposed turrets
capable of dialing their elevation corrections and 250 minimum rounds of ammunition, bring a sand
sock or rear bag for shooting prone. Rifle systems should be capable of 1 moa or less. Students will
also need an electronic device to calculate their rifles DOPE, OR a paper chart with their rifles DOPE
already created for 100-1200 yards (depending on the range we use and available distance). Note
taking material. Suggested extra equipment; A wrist coach to record data on (like quarterbacks wear)
A positional Sling to aid your shooting in barricade work, extra bags ie; tac pad or pump pillow type
gear, a spotting scope if you own one. Ear protection required and eye safety highly recommended.
During this 2 day class we will work on those skills required to compete at PRS style rifle
matches, or enhance your enjoyment of general long range field shooting.
I start with classroom lecture where we will cover a wide ranging amount of material. With a
special focus on, wind and how Magnus Effect and terrain features can affect your elevation. We will
cover the basics as well; fundamentals, equipment set-up, accurate data collection, mirage, ect. Day
two lecture will revolve more around the mental aspects of match shooting and how to prepare for a
match
A considerable amount of time will cover barricade shooting, instruction, and demonstrations.
By the time this portion of the class is over you will have a solid understanding and be able to apply
the 3 techniques I use on 90% of all barricades; The Free Recoil, The Wedge and The Press. Most
students see considerable improvement in there barricade shooting within a couple hours. These are
the techniques I learned and developed while shooting PRS Matches since 2012. We will also do
long range prone shooting with students acting as shooters and spotters so we can get the best wind
reading experience possible in our limited time.
We will also cover match shooting drills both prone and barricade on day two, formatted as a
small mini-match. This is where we will test what you learned and start to build the process of calm
repeatability in your process.
All students will sign a liability waiver release and each student will be responsible for their
actions. We operate a cold range, no firearms will be loaded at any time, and your instructor will be
the only one who tells you when to load your firearm and that will only happen when we are on the
firing line with rifles pointed down range. A safety brief will be given both days.
Make sure your equipment and ammunition is safe in your firearm, have your rifles zeroed and your
turret zeroed at 100 yards.
Typical cartridges are non-magnums from 6mm thru 30caliber. Please no cartridges that are
over 3150 fps.
If the range provides lunch we will take a short break, if not bring your own and we will eat on the
range.
Limited to 10 students, first come first serve by email registration, your secured spot is only reserved
after payment is made before the payment deadline date.
-Jim See-

